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Everything can  
be organized
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New from Elfa
If you’re like millions of other people who take delight in being organized and having an organized home,  
then you’ll just love what we’ve got in store for you this season. 

Our new Door and Wall rack features, for example, creates storage space you didn’t know you had.  
And with our new Classic products in 45 cm width you can now take full advantage of narrower spaces. 
Solid drawers are a great new way to organize seasonal storage, children’s toys, recycling and more. 

For every little thing there  
is a smart storage solution. 
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Our new solid drawers with lids comes in a variety of sizes and 
can be integrated in our systems as a gliding unit. 

Solid drawers – making orderliness fun!

Solid drawers completes your 
recycle and refill station. 

Door and Wall rack leaves 
no holes on your door.

It doesn’t take more than one meter of wall 
to bring your storage dream to life.

Our new product range with storage 
components in 45 cm width gives 
even the smallest spaces huge  
storing possibilities!

The smartness of our Door and Wall rack concept is endless. 
With our new range of baskets, boards, hooks and boxes your 
doors or narrow wall space can be used to the fullest.

Door and Wall rack –  
there is always more space.

Small space  
– huge possibilities!

For more information about our new  
products and functions, please visit  
www.elfa.com or your local retail store.

Solid drawers in  
runner frames  
and gliding frame.

Seasonal storage is made super 
easy with our new solid drawers.
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House of Elfa
Nothing creates a more welcoming  
feeling than an organized home.

Because when everything is in the right 
place, you can concentrate on doing the 
things you like with the ones you love.

Welcome to the house of Elfa,  
where everything is organized.
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At Elfa we’ve been developing, producing and  delivering 
storage solutions for over 65 years. We know storage. 
And there’s nothing we enjoy more than sharing our 
experience with you!

Through the years, others have copied our solutions 
countless times. To us, this is proof of a successful and 
appreciated brand. Yet there’s only one original – Elfa!  
We produced our first drawer as early as the 1950s. 
Today we offer more than 500 products that together 
create endless storage possibilities.

Hallway 14

Bedroom 6

Living room 18

Children’s room 26

Storage 34

Our products 40

Kitchen 22

Dressing room 10

Home office 30 Laundry room 32

Garage 33

The original for over 65 years
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We all have different needs… 
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Wall Hang with white Classic.
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…that’s why we offer so many 
bedroom solutions
A dream closet doesn’t only make life easier. It makes your whole 
bedroom more comfortable, luxurious and spacious.  

Birch Décor
Birch Décor.
Below: White Utility.
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Wall Hang with birch Décor.
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Inredning Classic i platinum.

Mydressing room.. 
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Mydressing room.. Your dressing room should fit your life…

Wall Hang with  
white Utility
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Wall Hang with white Décor and Utility.
Freestanding with white Décor.
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…in every single detail
By basing the whole design on your specific needs, your dressing 
room becomes so much more than just a dressing room. It becomes 
an extension of you and your personality. 

White Utility.
Below: Freestanding with white Décor. Wall hang with platinum Classic.
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No matter what 
your style is… 

Wall Hang with walnut Décor  
and white Utility.
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NYHET!
Skjutdörrar Vista med  
gult/kristallvitt glas och vit profil.

Inredning Classic i vitt.
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Wall Hang with white Classic.
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…a welcoming and functional 
hallway never goes out of fashion
The hallway should be practical and welcoming at the same time. With our smart, functional  
systems, you can easily keep everything in place. If you still want to cover it all, just add sliding 
doors in your taste for the final touch.

NYHET!

White Utility Door and Wall rack.White Utility.

Platinum Utility and white drawer system.
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Make room for living…
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Wall Hang with platinum Classic.
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Wall Hang with white Décor and Utility.
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…and make your living room 
your favourite place
With our smart storage solutions your stuff will take up less space 
and thereby give you more room to enjoy and socialize.

White Décor  
and Utility.

White Décor. 
Below:  White Décor and Utility.
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A kitchen in good taste…
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Wall Hang with white Classic.  
White Utility.
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Create space and give your kitchen a personal touch  
with open shelves for your best porcelain. Everything  
else is easily stowed away behind elegant sliding doors.  
Our products make sure there is room for every little thing!

...promises food that tastes good

Wall Hang with white Classic.
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Wall Hang with platinum Classic.
White Utility Door and Wall rack.White Utility.
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Let creativity run free...
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Wall hang with platinum Classic.
Platinum Utility and Utility Door and Wall rack. 
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Wall hang with platinum Classic.  
Platinum Utility and Utility Door and Wall rack.
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Platinum Utility  
Door and Wall rack.

When every little thing is in place, your imagination gets more space. Kids storage needs 
seem to change year after year. Super flexible storage solutions are the answer. When 
shelves , clothes hangers, utility boards and drawers can be moved as kids grow, it is 
easy to let the storage adapt to their changing needs – and interests. 

...by keeping the basics organized

White drawer system.

Wall hang with white Classic.

White Classic.
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Less searching for  
pens and papers…
…gives you more time for what´s really important. Choose our 
shallow shelves to create the perfect space for storage above 
your desktop. And use shelf hooks, boxes, book supports to 
create a smart, functional home office space – everything you 
need, exactly where you need it to be.

Freestanding with  
white Décor.
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Platinum Utility Door and Wall rack.Wall Hang with platinum Utility.

White Utility.

Platinum Utility.
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Never do the washing again…
…in a room that is messy. When you organize your laundry room with drying shelves, 
mesh storage bags and a smart drawer system the work will get a lot more fun.

Wall Hang with white Utility.
White drawer system.

Platinum Classic.

White Utility Door and Wall rack.

White drawer system.
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The right tool for the job...
…is easier to find when everything is organized. Many families have a garage 
so full of things, there’s no room for the car. When that’s the case, it’s time to clear 
some space with some practical, efficient storage. All those screwdrivers, wrenches 
and other tools can now be neatly organized.

Platinum Utility.Platinum Utility Door and Wall rack.

Wall Hang with  
platinum Utility.
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Wall Hang with  
platinum Utility.

Wall Hang with  
platinum Utility.

Come out on top…
...when the familys’ interests and everyday musts take over the whole house. Finding 
space for all the recreational gear your family uses and not to mention your recycling, 
may be a tougher match than you thought. Make optimal use of walls to keep things 
neat and tidy and create a storage space for all your things. 

Wall Hang with white Utility.
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Platinum Classic.

Platinum drawer system.

Platinum Classic.
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The world of Elfa
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White drawer system.
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Four ways to do it right
You are unique and so are your storage needs. That’s why we  
have created such flexible storage solutions. You can choose  
between two wall based and two floor based alternatives.

WallbandWall Hang

Freestanding Drawer system
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If we would ever consider changing the name of this  
product it would be called “hero”. This is the basic  
product that makes Elfa so flexible. And it’s super easy  
to install. Fasten the top track on the wall with only a few 
holes. All other components are then simply hung on it!

Everything relies 
on the top track

The top track is the only thing  
you need to mount  on the wall. 

Wall Hang with white Classic.
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Wall band – the original
Many have tried to copy our design, but Elfa is the original. Wallbands are the 
perfect solution when organizing unique spaces with sloping ceilings and for 
creating your own custom-made bookshelf.  Wallbands are as smart as they 
are durable and stylish and they will stay classic for decades to come.

Wallbands with  
melamine shelves.

Wallbands are mounted  
directly on the wall.
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Freestanding stands up for itself
Our Freestanding system is robust enough for everything you need to store and it can 
be placed anywhere you wish. Maybe the best of all, it leaves no screw holes on the wall 
and no tools are needed to assemble it! 

Freestanding with white Décor.

Left: Freestanding with white Décor.
Right: Freestanding with platinum Classic.
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The drawer system from Elfa is stable, elegant and 
smart. The drawers are available in many different 
depths, heights  and lengths.

A drawer system 
for every occasion

White drawer system.

Platinum drawer system  
with melamine top.

Choose between feet or wheels.

Hook rack to be  
placed on the side.
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World class storage starts with  
a clever and stable base – Classic

Hang standard
Hangs on the top track.  

Supports the entire  
Wall Hang system.

Click in bracket
Where you attach all functions. 
Mounted in the hang standard.

Bracket cover
Gives a complete look  

to the bracket.

Double rail
Hanging function for e. g  
magazines and scarves

Expandable valet rod
Perfect to use if you have  
a narrow space. Expands  

to its double length. 

Shelf basket
For optimal storage  

for a variety of items.

Wire shelf
Airy, wire shelf storage  
that is perfect for  
almost anything.

Bracket hook rack
Smart feature for  
storing scarves,  

necklaces and more.

Bracket tray
A smart function to keep  

track of your accessories.

Gliding mesh drawer
Perfect for all storage. Available  

in three different heights.  
An alternative to the wire drawer.

Tie and belt rack 
Smart function that  

stores many ties/belts.

Divider for shelf basket
Use on each end and/or  

divide into sections.

Single shoe rack
Gives you a great overview  

of your shoes.

 If you have ever used Elfa products before, you have surely discovered what makes us unique.  
Our products are made with attention to every single detail. The stable and durable construction 
guarantees top of the line storage solutions.
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Gliding functions supports 
narrow storage.

A Bracket tray helps you keep  
track of your small items.

Place a Shelf hook in the Wire  
shelf wherever you need one.

Top track
Everything hangs on  
the top track. This is  
the only part you need  
to screw into the wall.

Wire shelf
Airy, wire shelf storage  
that is perfect for  
almost anything.

Gliding pant rack
Pull-out pant rack. Gives  
a good overview of your pants.

Door and wall  
rack basket
Creates space where  
there simply was none.

Valet rod
Perfect for hanging  
storage in narrow  
spaces.

Top track cover
Covers the screw  
heads on the top track  
for a more finished look.

Dividers for wire shelves
Makes it easy to organize your 
items after your needs.

Gliding wire drawer
Perfect for all storage. 
Available in three  
different heights.

Closet rod holder
Attaches the Closet Rod  
to the storage system.

Shelf hook
Place an extra hook  
wherever you need one.

Closet rod
For hanging clothes in  
several different lengths. 

Gliding shoe shelf
The perfect choice for 
your flat shoes.

Label holder
Snap on a wire shelf  
for identification of  
the content.

Gliding shoe rack 
The perfect choice for 
your high heel shoes.

Our warranty covers any defects in materials and work-
manship under normal home use for ventilated shelves, 
brackets, standards, hang tracks, drawers, frames and 
movable components in sliding doors.
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Décor gives your storage solution an exclusive appearance. Elegant wood details  
and intelligent design add a refined look that turns  your house into your home.

Add some luxury with Décor

Tie and belt rack  
Smart function that stores  

many ties/belts.

Bracket hook rack
Extra function for storing  

scarves, necklaces etc.

Fascia
Add the exclusive feeling  

of wood to an existing  
wire shelf with the fascia.

Accessory tray
A place to store jewellery, 

sewing material or other  
small items.

Décor shelf
Gives a touch of luxury to the  
storage solution. Exceptionally  
strong honeycomb construction  
with a genuine wood veneer finish.

Gliding drawer frame
Gliding drawer frame in  
wood for our drawers.

Gliding pant rack
Pull-out Pant rack with 

wooden frame.
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Wall Hang with white Décor.

Freestanding with  
birch Décor.

Walnut Décor finish.

Décor shelf
Gives a touch of luxury to the  
storage solution. Exceptionally  
strong honeycomb construction  
with a genuine wood veneer finish.

Wall Hang with  
white Décor.
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1. Storing board
2. Storing rack
3. Shelf/tray
4. Board tray
5. Double rail
6. Short board box
7. Tall board box
8. Tall box
9. Rectangle box
10. Basic hook
11. Board hook curve
12. Board hook short
13. Board hook circle
14. Board hook long
15. Slim hook
16. Square box 

1. Storing board
2. Utility track
3. Wide ladder hook
4. Straight handled tool hook
5. Accessory hook
6. Tool holder
7. Round cord hook
8. Mesh storage bag
9. Accessory box
10. Vertical bike hook

11. Multi holder
12. Accessory hook
13. Round small hook
14. Short tool hook
15. Circle hook
16. Peg board cup
17. Wrench holder
18. Bracket post
19. Bracket insert for tire
20. Pliers hook
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Add some storage brilliance with Utility

Wall Hang with  
platinum Utility.

White Utility and Décor.Platinum Utility.

Even the smallest space can be organized. With Utility you can create a functional and inspiring 
environment even when the space is limited. The products have a sleek design but still live up to 
our high strength and quality standards. If this isn’t storage brilliance, what is?
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Divider for wire shelf. Separates the 
items you want to stack: sweaters, 
towels, linens, bags etc.

Divider for shelf basket. Use on each 
end and/or divide the shelf basket into 
sections.

Centre bracket cover. Cover the 
bracket between two gliding functions, 
to get a clean look.

Bracket cover. Get an even nicer storage 
solution by mounting bracket cover on 
the edge of the brackets.

Bracket hook and bracket tray. 
Mounted on the edge of a bracket. 
Suitable for storage of keys, mobile  
phones, jewellery, bags etc.

Door and wall rack. A practical storage 
system that is fixed in place without 
damaging the door. 

Side basket. Basket that can be mounted 
on the sides of an Elfa drawer system or 
straight onto the wall.

Closet rod holder for frame to frame.
The closet rod fits to the drawer system
using a frame bracket. Frame to
wall version is also available.

Book ends. Smart and simple bookend 
for shelves.

Book support. Organize your books  
with our different Book supports. 

Universal runners. Kitchen cupboards 
and other spaces can be fitted with 
smart universal runners to optimise 
drawer space.

In & out stops. Prevent drawers 
from pulling out too far. Available 
for wire, mesh and solid drawers.

Shelf clips. Extend your storage by 
installing Elfa wire shelves between  
the drawer frames.

Set of castors. Put wheels 
on your storage, making it 
more versatile and easier 
to move.

You can always find new things to organize. 
And you can always rely on Elfa for the  
accessories needed to help you out.  
Smart, stylish and easy to assemble. 

Nobody knows 
storage better
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Shoe storage. Get easy access to all of your shoes. Adapt your solution after 
your type of shoes.

Expandable valet rod for melamine 
shelf. A simple and practical way to 
hang up shirts and other garments.

Gliding pant rack. Create easy access 
and keep your pants in great condition. 

Deep shelf/narrow shelf. Mount a deep 
shelf at the bottom and a narrow shelf 
above it and your boots will fit perfectly!

Expandable valet rod. Suitable for  
narrow storage. Place the outfit of the 
day or dry children’s overalls on the rod.

Valet rod. Use to hang your shirts  
and jackets if space is limited in depth  
or to expose your favorite clothing.

Closet rod holder. The design means
you don’t need to remove the shelf to
change the position of the closet rod.

Shelf hook. Create easy access  
for the things you use frequently. 

Gliding solid drawer. Seal your storage in solid drawers with a lid 
and keep your things in great condition for next season. 

Label holders. Gives an overview 
of your stored things. Available in 
different sizes for drawers, shelves 
and boxes.
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Plan your space and discover more  
storage brilliance at www.elfa.com
On our web page you will find answers to most of your questions regarding 
storage. To help you plan your own unique Elfa solution, use our 3D planning 
tool. When you’re done planning, simply print it out and bring it with you to 
your nearest Elfa retailer. Welcome to your new organized life!


